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Dear Editor

The Federation of Surgical Specialty Associations (FSSA) is a mul-

tidisciplinary group comprised of 10 different surgical specialties
including the Royal College of Surgeons. Their primary mandate
is to produce a coordinated overview of surgical policies for all
major surgical societies in the UK and Ireland, and they have
published guidelines on surgical prioritization during the COVID-
19 pandemic. Given the unprecedented challenges faced within
hospitals, requiring major reorganization of services at a time of
resource limitation, the aim of these guidelines was to facilitate
multidisciplinary team (MDT) review across all surgical special-
ties of current waiting lists in order to prioritize patients based on
indication for surgery, potential consequences of delayed treat-

ment, and presence of complications1,2.
This approach could also apply in the context of obesity, a dis-

ease recognized to cause severe morbidity and high mortality.
This opens up the question as to what metrics should be used to
conduct this stratification in a practical, fair, and reproducible
manner.

The use of traditional anthropometric models such as BMI is
widely recognized as inadequate with regard to determining the
severity of disease, and therefore largely unhelpful in the clinical
decision-making process3. In contrast, the Edmonton Obesity
Scoring System (EOSS) is a well established stratification system
that has been shown to be strongly predictive of mortality, irre-

spective of BMI, illustrating its usefulness to assess risk associ-
ated with obesity and prognosis4. One of the main advantages of
using EOSS is that it provides a more complete assessment of the
burden of disease in individual patients, with staging based on
the presence of functional, physical and mental health complica-
tions of obesity5.

The aim of this study was to investigate whether EOSS can be
used by multidisciplinary teams as a practical tool to stratify
patients with obesity according to their clinical need for surgery.

Four tertiary care centres in the UK and Ireland participated in
this project. All patients had already been discussed by the MDT
and approved for surgery. Patient notes were reviewed, assessing
according to criteria for the EOSS and FSSA prioritization system
by two members of the obesity MDT. The reviewers, most com-
monly an obesity physician and an obesity surgeon, had to reach
consensus before a score was assigned. Comparison was drawn
between relevant EOSS and FSSA priority (P) categories, whereby
those with EOSS 0 or 1 were considered to be equivalent to FSSA
P4, EOSS 2 to FSSA P3, and EOSS 3 to FSSA P2. FSSA category 1
was not included as the aim was to evaluate the use of prioritiza-
tion for elective patients.

A total of 847 patients were assessed. Just over half of patients
assessed were assigned 53.8 per cent to EOSS 2, representing those
with established obesity-related co-morbidity, and 32.9 per cent to
EOSS 1 with risk factors for obesity-related co-morbidity, whereas
7.5 per cent were EOSS 3 with evidence of end-organ failure (Fig. 1).

It was demonstrated that the EOSS is a practical tool that can
be used by MDTs to assess patients rapidly, determining the ur-
gency for surgery according to the FSSA categorization. Within an
MDT, its use ensures that patients can be fairly and reproducibly
prioritized for obesity surgery.

It is argued that patients with significant end-organ damage
as a result of obesity should be classified as category FSSA cate-
gory 3. Patients in this category would be prioritized to undergo
surgery in less than 3 months, giving these procedures the same
urgency as elective abdominal aortic aneurysm repair, colectomy
for colitis refractory to medical treatment, and surgery for non-
invasive bladder cancer.
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This approach could continue to be used after the pandemic
to maximize the efficiency of public healthcare systems.
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Fig. 1 Proportion of patients in Edmonton Obesity Scoring System
categories

Edmonton Obesity Staging Score (EOSS) 0: No apparent risk factors, physical
symptoms, psychopathology, functional limitations and/or impairment of well-
being related to obesity. EOSS 1: Presence of obesity-related subclinical risk
factors, mild physical symptoms, mild psychopathology, mild functional
limitation and/or mild impairment of well-being. EOSS 2: Presence of
established obesity-related chronic disease, moderate limitations in activities of
daily living and/or well-being. EOSS 3: Established end-organ damage such as
myocardial infarction, heart failure, stroke, significant psychopathology,
significant functional limitation and/or impairment of well-being. EOSS 4:
Severe (potentially end-stage) disabilities from obesity-related chronic diseases,
severe disabling psychopathology, severe functional limitations and/or severe
impairment of well-being. Priority (P) level 1a, emergency procedure to be
performed in less than 24 h; 1b, procedure to be performed in less than 72 h; 2,
procedure to be performed in less than 1 month; 3, procedure to be performed
in less than 3 months; 4, procedure to be performed in more than 3 months.
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